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SnareWatch
If you have any concerns about the use of snares, anywhere in the UK, you can share them with us on the SnareWatch website.

You can tell us if your pet was caught in a snare, report findings of animals trapped in snares, raise concerns about possible illegal misuse of snares or simply let us know if you’re worried about snares you have seen in a particular area.
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Latest snare reports See all reports
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Snares found in Inverness-shire 02-24

The contraptions were found in a grouse moor area in the county. Read more
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Snares found among footpaths on Welsh mountain 10-23

A walker on Eglywseg mountain in Wales got caught in a snare which was set among footpaths. Read more
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Snares set in popular dog walking area in Lincolnshire 09-23

A dog was found wandering within feet of snares which had been set in an area popular with dog walkers in Scotterthorpe. Read more







"Found a snare" snippets


	
Found a snare?

If there is a live animal in the snare call the relevant animal welfare charity. We do not advise trying to release an animal yourself as the animal could be injured and require medical attention. 
Record the incident using our SnareWatch report form. Any photos or video footage submitted to OneKind will be used in our campaign to ban snares.


	
Scotland

Scottish SPCA
Animal Helpline
03000 999999


	
England and Wales

RSPCA
Cruelty Line
0300 1234 999


	
Northern Ireland

USPCA
Animal Information Line
028 3025 1000

Caller ID required














We'd love to keep in touch.

Be the first to know about our events, fundraising appeals and campaign updates.

Join our voice
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Snarewatch

An information-sharing and reporting facility about snaring in the UK.

Visit Snarewatch >



Policies

	Terms and conditions
	Privacy policy
	Accessibility




Follow us

	Facebook
	Twitter
	Instagram
	YouTube


Contact us


50 Montrose Terrace, Edinburgh, EH7 5DL

0131 661 9734
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